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Ch'!jJter Three 
ARIADNE'S THREAD 
Walter Benjamin's Hashish Passages 
GARY SHAPIRO 
In a letter of 1932 to Gershom Scholem, Benjamin outlines his literary 
ambitions; he plans four major books, one of which would have been on 
hashish. The others were to include the Passagenwerk, his essays on lit-
erature, and his letters. It could be said that we now have those three 
books, if only in the form of sprawling and gigantic ruins. The Pas-
sagenwerk has been the object of many inspired and yet hopeless pro-
jects of reconstruction; the literary essays are available in German and 
other languages; and letters from througho\Jt his life have been collected 
and published. All can be supplemented by texts like the Moscow Diary, 
and the complexities of the European city are clearly implicated in Ben-
jamin's work on both Paris and hashish. The city is the site of intoxica-
tion, whether provoked by commodities, a drug, or the erratic wander-
ings of the flaneur. It is in the city that we find the fix that we need. 
In the case of the proposed hashish book, we ostensibly have only 
fragments: it is notable that the most substantial is the essay "Hashish 
in Marseilles," and there is also a short story set in the same city; then 
there is the four-page "Crocknotizen" and about 80 small pages called 
"Protocols" by Benjamin and his companions in drug experiences in the 
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Suhrkamp collection Walter Benjamin: Ober Haschisch; these are to all 
appearances a series of dated, miscellaneous, rough, and unedited notes. 
Yet, when Benjamin writes to Scholem on July 26, 1932, about the four 
books that will be the fruit of his lifetime's work, he says that one will 
be "a truly exceptional book about hashish," and he distinguishes it 
from the other projects by requesting that his friend keep it confidential: 
"Nobody knows about this last topic," he writes, "and for the time 
being it should remain between us." 1 Why the warning, the secrecy? In 
the "Surrealism" essay he says that hash is a dangerous introduction to 
profane illumination. Dangerous in where it might lead us? Perhaps into 
a labyrinth from which there is no exit? 
Given his statemeiit to Scholem, written when he was immersing 
himself in the Passagenwerk or Arcades Project, we have some reason 
for thinking of Benjamin's hashish experiences as more than a casual, 
experimental, or episodic use of intoxicants. Some people do drugs 
and experiment with writing or philosophy. In these cases, psy-
chotropic writing is a record or reflection of, or a meditation upon the 
experience; the writing is seen as a sign, an indication, of what tran-
spires under the influence of the drug. Benjamin's hashish writing, the 
passages that he composed in relation to the experiences, ought to be 
seen as avoiding such an external relation of writing and Rausch. The 
pharmakon is both the substance ingested and the writing to which it 
gives rise. (Benjamin sometimes refers to it as a Gift in German, with 
the senses of both present and poison, and of potion, which offers one 
link between them.) Benjamin came to see hashish as an avenue of 
"profane illumination," one whose force coincided to some extent 
with surrealism and which became important to him at around the 
same time as the latter. 
fOne of the profane illuminations achieved in reflecting on "Hashish 
in Marseilles" was that the writer of prose and the hashish eater are 
engaged in deeply analogous forms of rapt~ Writing about hashish, 
Benjamin discovers the joy and the difference of repetition that are writ-
ing and his writing; writing prose he threads his way through a labyrinth 
like the streets of Marseilles or Naples. The space of writing and the 
time of the hashish trance (these are Benjamin's words, even if I abbre-
viate "hashish") are uncanny variations of one another. If Walter Ben-
jamin was addicted to anything, it was to writing. Benjamin's hashish 
writings are already inscribed in a literary tradition, in which Baude-
laire's name is the most obvious.2 His use of hashish was occasional, and 
much of it was undertaken in controlled conditions, where protocols of 
the experience were transcribed; other men of science and letters (Ernst 
Bloch, Ernst Joel, and Fritz Frankel) participated in the same spirit. 














